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SYNOPSIS

This article describes how to estimate the discharge of water
in rivers and streams by means of weirs, current meters and floats,
and how to calculate and administer doses of DDT for the treat-
ment of simuliid-infested waters.

Hydrologists employ a variety of methods to estimate the discharge of
water in rivers and streams. Where frequent observations are necessary,
weirs are used, but current meters and the " float " method are employed
for estimations in places where infrequent observations are made. Perma-
nent weirs are usually constructed of stone, cement and metal fitments and
are therefore expensive to build; temporary weirs made of wood are some-
times used, but are unsatisfactory, as sooner or later they are washed away
when the river is in spate.

Weirs
Various types are used (see Fig. 1), the most common being the rectan-

gular weir. The Cipoletti weir is also in use and is similar to the rectangular
one except that the sides slope at an angle of 45°. In very small streams
the " V "-notch method is employed and this, as its name implies, is merely
a large notch cut out of a wooden wall (set at right angles to the flow of
the stream); the sides slope at an angle of 45° on each side of the vertical
line and, therefore, the discharge area is equal to a V-shaped segment of 900.
This type of weir is capable of measuring flows as small as 1/10th of a
cusec (one cusec is one cubic foot of water passing a given point in a second;
it contains 6.2 gallons (28 litres) and weighs 62 lb (28 kg)).

In all weirs the basic principle involved is that the depth of water passing
through is constant for any given discharge, provided that the weir is of
similar dimensions and design. Thus, a weir set in a broad, deep but slug-
gish river could, despite appearances to the contrary, be discharging at the
same rate as a narrow, shallow but fast-flowing river. The greater the
volume the deeper the water becomes, and the dept his read on a marked
gauge set in the wall on the upstream side of the weir. Reference to a table
for that particular type of weir will give the appropriate discharge in cusecs.
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FIG. 1. TYPES OF WEIR
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I = Rectangular
11 = Cipoletti
111= " V"-notch

A = Water level
B = Base
C = Bank
D = Gauge

Current meters

There are two main types of current meter in use-acoustic and mechani-
cal. Both depend on the speed at which the current turns either a propeller
or a series of horizontal cups connected to each other. In the mechanical
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type the propeller is geared to two cogwheels which record the number
of revolutions per minute (timed with a stop-watch). It is sufficiently
accurate, but the number of minor adjustments which are necessary before
use render it a slow and cumbersome procedure.

The acoustic type of meter (see Fig. 2) has given great satisfaction and
has been adopted in Kenya and Uganda. It is of simple design, being

FIG. 2. WATTS ACOUSTIC CURRENT METER

A = Metal gauging-rod
B = Revolvlng cups
C = Fins (this keeps the meter square to the current and In the horizontal plane)
D - Wire
E - Dry battery
F - Earphones worn by operator

merely a series of six cups set in a horizontal plane and revolving round a
perpendicular axis. At each complete revolution an electrical contact is
made, which is reflected by a " click " in the earphones of the operator.
In fast-flowing rivers, where a rapid series of clicks would be confusing,
the instrument can be adjusted to record every fifth revolution.

Estimation of Flow by Current Meter

It must be borne in mind not only that a river varies in character through-
out its length, where in places it can be either swift and shallow or deep

-1-
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and sluggish, but that at any given point, through a cross-section, the speed
of the current is bound to vary because of friction or drag caused by the
submerged banks and the bed of the river. It is necessary, therefore, to
estimate the speed of the current at regular intervals from bank to bank
and at optimum depths. In streams and small rivers, recordings are made
at intervals of 2 feet and at 0.6 of the depth in the vertical section. For
instance, at a depth of 5 ft the meter would be clamped on the rod at a
point 3 ft above the bed. In large rivers two vertical readings are made,
the first at 0.2 and the second at 0.8 of the total depth. Thus, if a river is
10 ft deep readings are made at 2 ft and 8 ft and the mean is recorded;
the width of the section between readings is also increased to 4 ft or more.

The gauging-point should be chosen with care, as obstacles above and
below it may affect the speed of the flow. The site selected should be in a
straight section of the river and at least 100 ft (about 30 m) long, and the
gauging operations should be made in the centre, that is, at a point 50 ft
(15 m) downstream from the start of the straight run. All obstacles such
as tree-trunks and loose boulders should be removed, and vegetation likely
to retard the flow should be cut out.

When the site has been selected and prepared, a tape-measure is stretched
across the river at right angles to the current, and is firmly fixed to each
bank by tent-pegs. The tape-measure should be taut in order that accurate
measurements can be made; it quite often tends to twist into a spiral and
a simple way to prevent this is to tie the brass ring at the zero end separately
to two pegs which have been driven into the ground 18 inches (0.5 m) apart.
Quite often the banks are soft and marshy and it is therefore necessary to
drive the pegs into firm ground 2-3 ft (about 1 m) from the water's edge.
Then, facing downstream, read the tape-measure at the water's edge on
the left bank, and record the depth. Repeat this operation at 2-ft (0.6-m)
intervals until the right bank is reached. Make a special point of recording,
in the remarks column, the exact reading for both banks, as this will enable
a check to be made on all intermediate observations as well as establishing
the width of the river (see Fig. 3).

The current meter is then assembled and recordings are made at the
pre-selected points and at the optimum depth, that is, at 0.6 of the total
depth for streams, and at 0.2 and 0.8 for rivers, the mean of the two readings
being recorded in the latter case. The meter is clamped to the upright rod
by means of a thumb-screw and is therefore easily adjusted to the required
depth. Recordings in deep rivers can be made from bridges; special cables
can be obtained for this purpose.

As previously stated, the instrument records each revolution (or every
fifth if desired) of the cups (or propeller) by a " click " in the earphones;
the number of revolutions per minute are timed with a stop-watch and by
reference to a table supplied with the meter the velocity in feet per second
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FIG.w3. EVALUATION OF RIVER DISCHARGE BY CURRENT-METER METHOD

A - Direction of flow D - Tape-measure
B - Bank E - Wetted perimeter
C - Initial point

can be obtained. The velocity of the water in relation to the depth and
width of the section will give the discharge in cusecs.

All data are recorded in a special way (see Table I). The essential thing
to remember is that the discharge is merely the product of the square of
the " face " of the section (width x depth) and the velocity (which really
equals the length of the cubic area although not static).

Estimation of Flow by Float

Evaluation of river discharge by the float method cannot be as accurate
as that done with the aid of a current meter. Nevertheless, it is extremely
useful in small streams where the depth is less than six inches (about 15 cm),
which is too shallow for the current meter to function. Furthermore, it is
a valuable alternative method for use in large rivers should the meter be
out of order; when it is carried out with care, 98 % accuracy can be obtained.

Once released, the float must run through the trial area at surface speed
without hindrance; the choice of the section of the stream is therefore most
important. The area selected should be straight and at least 50 ft (about
15 m) in length. It is advisable to allow a further 10 ft (3 m) at both ends
of the section in order (a) that the float can be released upstream, so that
sufficient momentum is gained before it enters the trial run, and (b) to
prevent slowing-down of the float in the lower end of the run by back
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pressure which might be caused by obstacles further downstream. When
the most suitable section has been selected, all obstacles should be removed,
including trees, branches, loose boulders, etc. Trailing grass and other
vegetation should be cut out, and banks should be trimmed if necessary.
Ropes should then be stretched squarely across the stream at the start and
end points, at right angles to the flow, so that accurate observations can
be made (see Fig. 4).

FIG. 4. EVALUATION OF RIVER DISCHARGE BY FLOAT METHOD
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-----------------

F = Direction offlow~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o

C = Rndoperu

The float is released 10 ft (3 m) upstream, and when it enters the trial
run an assistant stationed at this point signals to the observer at the bottom
of the run who times the speed with the aid of a stop-watch. The operation
is repeated six times and the speed of the fastest float is noted. It should
be emphasised that the speed of the fastest float is required-not the mean
speed of the six floats. Small green twigs, approximately two inches (5 cm)
in length, with the bark shaved off, are used as floats.

It is then necessary to measure the river to assess the value of the water-
face and the wetted perimeter. The water-face is a cross-section through
the river and equals width of the river times average depth expressed in
sq. ft ; in other words, it is the area through which the river flows. The
wetted perimeter is that part of the channel which is in actual contact
with the water, and for practical purposes it is merely necessary to take
the width of the stream and add to it a length equivalent to twice the
average depth so as to accommodate the submerged parts of the banks.
It is the usual practice to make three readings of both the water-face and
the wetted perimeter, and three points in the run are selected for this
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purpose-the start, the middle and the end-so that the average value for
each can be worked out.

As mentioned previously, the current of a stream is influenced by
friction or drag caused by the bed and banks. This has to be taken into
account, and by reference to Table II the appropriate factor can be obtained.
It is necessary to establish the hydraulic mean depth in order to do this,
and this is achieved by dividing the mean area (A) by the mean wetted
perimeter (WP); thus A/WP = hydraulic mean depth. Supposing the mean
area to be established at 40 sq. ft and the mean wetted perimeter to equal
24 ft, then hydraulic mean depth equals 1.66, and by reference to Table I1
the reducing factor of 0.691 is obtained for earth channels.

TABLE II. DISCHARGE MEASURED BY SURFACE FLOAT

Value of f for channels in
Hydraulic
mean depth

(ft) smooth or rough rubble masonry earth channels in
cement-plaster concrete ordinary conditions

0.5 0.844 0.784 0.739 0.593

1.0 0.848 0.806 0.772 0.649

1.5 0.851 0.817 0.787 0.680

1.75 0.852 0.819 0.793 0.691

2.0 0.853 0.821 0.796 0.699

2.5 0.854 0.824 0.803 0.715

3.0 0.854 0.828 0.809 0.725

4.0 0.855 0.833 0.815 0.740

5.0 0.856 0.836 0.820 0.752

6.0 0.856 0.838 0.823 0.759

8.0 0.856 0.841 0.828 0.772

10.0 0.857 0.843 0.832 0.781

12.0 0.857 0.844 0.834 0.787

15.0 0.857 0.846 0.836 0.794

20.0 0.858 0.849 0.839 0.833

30.0 0.859 0.851 0.842 0.81330.0 0.859 0.851 0.842 0.813
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The discharge is estimated in the following manner:

V, xf x A
where V, = maximum surface velocity

Vm = mean velocity of flowing section

f --V (see Table II)
A = average sectional area of flow

Supposing the float to take 30 seconds to cover 50 ft, then velocity equals
50/30. If the hydraulic mean depth equals 1.66 and the average area equals
40 sq. ft, then the equation equals: 50/30 x 0.691 x 40 = 46.06 cusecs.

The importance of choice and preparation of the section in the stream
cannot be overstressed, especially if it is intended to make regular subsequent
estimations. For easy reference, the progressive steps in the operation are:

(1) Selection and preparation of stream section
(2) Ropes across stream demarcating trial run
(3) Timing of floats
(4) Estimation of square cross-sections and their mean
(5) Estimation of wetted perimeter and its mean
(6) Definition of hydraulic mean depth
(7) Calculation of discharge expressed in cusecs.

Dosing Procedure for Eradication of Simuliidae

Evaluations of river discharge are always carried out at the outfall,
that is, below the infested area, or where a stream joins a river or runs
into a lake. Dosing is always done above the infested area, usually near
the source. Where there are several infested rivers in a common drainage
basin, they are usually treated on the same day in order to prevent the
larvae from migrating from one river to another, and thus escaping treat-
ment. Every infested river in the focus must receive treatment once in
every cycle (a cycle lasts 10 days); this is done in order to prevent re-infesta-
tion by adult Simuliidae from adjacent untreated areas.

The choice of the dosing site is of some importance; it should be estab-
lished near trees in order that the delivery vessel can be suspended by
means of ropes in a central position over the stream. Where trees do not
exist, a platform of stones or planks should be constructed.

It has been ascertained that the minimum dosage is at the rate of
0.5 part of DDT per million parts of water, delivered continuously over
a period of 30 minutes. At this rate, depending on the nature of the river,
sterilization is achieved for some 40 miles (65 km) or so. Swamps and large
pools tend to divert or precipitate the insecticide, and it is often necessary

1 After Griffith, W. M. (1941) J. Instn civ. Engrs, 15, No. 4, p. 290
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to re-dose below such obstacles; it is impossible, however, to indicate their
precise influence as this can be found only by trial.

Factors which have to be considered when calculating the dosage include
discharge (in cusecs), value of the para-para' fraction, and the concentration
in parts per million (p.p.m.).

The optimum period of disinfestation is 30 minutes. Therefore, during
this period, a stream of 1 cusec will discharge 62 x 60 x 30 lb = 111 600 lb
and will require 0.1116 lb at the rate of 1 p.p.m. A 10% emulsion contains
1 lb of commercial DDT, equivalent to 0.7 lb para-para', and therefore
0.1116 lb is contained in 0.16 gallon or 1.28 pints. This can be adjusted
for varying concentrations.

The following equation includes all factors:
B x Cpp x VC x Rd x P

where B -basic factor = 0.1116
Cpp para-para' conversion
VC = volume of river in cusecs
Rd = rate of dosage. in p.p.m.
P -factor for conversion to pints

EXAMPLE

If para-para' content = 70%, river discharge = 35 cusecs, and rate of
dosage required - 0.5 p.p.m., then:

0.1116 x 100/70 x 35 x 1/2 x 8 = 22.32 pints of 10% emulsion.

It is next necessary to work out the degree of dilution in order that
delivery is at an even rate. Emulsions, because of their nature, have to be
partially broken down before introduction into the river, and it is essential
to reach the oil-in-water phase before doing so. The preliminary mixture
should be calculated to contain not more than one part of emulsion to
two parts of water. It has been found that a small hole, approximately
3/16 of an inch (4.8 mm) in diameter will discharge 4 gallons (18 litres) in
10 minutes or 12 gallons (54.5 litres) in 30 minutes. In practice a hole
punched in the bottom of a 4-gallon petrol-tin with a four-inch nail will
deliver this amount. Larger quantities can be catered for by increasing
the number of holes to 3 per tin and, if necessary, by increasing the number
of vessels. Thus, 24 gallons (or 192 pints) of emulsion would have to be
diluted to a volume of not less than 72 gallons (or 576 pints) and therefore
72/12 = 6 holes = 2 tins with 3 holes each would be required.

Care should be exercised during the preliminary mixing; only a little
water should be added to the emulsion at a time and it should be stirred
thoroughly on each addition. The final dilution in the stream will thus
be greatly facilitated. When miscible oils are used the same meticulous
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care is not so necessary, but nevertheless the procedure described above
should be followed if possible.

The dosing is carried out every 10th day for a period of 3 months
(that is, 9 dosings). This is based on the length of life of the simuliid larva
(which is thought to be at least 14 days), and on the maximum length of
life of the female adult (which is probably not longer than two months).

RIASUMIt
Il est necessaire d'evaluer le debit des cours d'eau que l'on entend traiter au DDT

afin d'y detruire les larves de simulides. Cette determination, dont depend la quantite de
DDT a deverser dans le ruisseau se fait en aval de la zone infestee, tandis que le DDT est
introduit en amont de celle-ci.

L'auteur decrit divers systemes d'evaluation, au moyen de d6versoirs, de mesureurs de
courant - de type mecanique ou acoustique - ou de flotteurs. On deversera le DDT
en un endroit choisi a cet effet, a proximite d'arbres auxquels pourront etre fixees les
cordes qui ameneront le recipient contenant le DDT au milieu du courant. Faute d'arbres,
on construira une plate-forme de pierres ou de planches.

On assurera le meme jour la desinfection des ruisseaux se jetant dans une meme
riviere ou un meme lac, afin d'eviter que des larves n'echappent en migrant d'un ruisseau
desinfecte dans un autre qui ne 1'est pas.

La quantite efficace minimum de DDT est de 0,5 partie par million de parties d'eau,
repandue continuellement pendant 30 minutes. La desinfection est ainsi assuree sur
quelque 65 km. Des flaques et des marecages precipitent parfois l'insecticide ou l'immobili-
sent, aussi peut-il etre necessaire d'ajouter A nouveau du DDT apres le passage de ces
obstacles. L'operation est r6petee tous les 10 jours pendant 3 mois. Ces chiffres ont
e calcules d'apres la duree de vie des larves de simulides (qui est estimee A 14 jours au
moins) et la duree maximum de vie des femelles adultes (qui ne depasse probablement pas
2 mois).
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